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evaluation of poly(ester-urethane)
urea/gelatin nanofibers based on different
crosslinking strategies for potential applications in
vascular tissue engineering

Yao Wang,†a Tonghe Zhu,†b Haizhu Kuang,†b Xiaoning Sun,a Jingjing Zhu,b Yu Shi,a

Chunsheng Wang,a Xiumei Mo, *b Shuyang Lu *a and Tao Hong*a

Due to the brittleness of gelatin, the resulting absence of mechanical performance restricts its applications

in vascular tissue engineering. In this research, the fabrication of poly(ester-urethane) urea/gelatin (PU75)

nanofibers via an electrospinning technique, followed by different crosslinking methods, resulted in the

improvement of its mechanical properties. Poly(ester urethane) urea (PEUU) nanofibrous scaffolds and

PU75-based nanofibrous scaffolds were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy, wide-angle X-ray

diffraction (WAXRD), a mechanical properties test, a cytocompatibility assay, a hemolysis assay, and

a histological analysis. Water contact angle (WCA) tests confirmed that the PU75-GA (PU75 nanofibers

crosslinked with glutaraldehyde vapor) nanofibrous scaffold surfaces became more hydrophilic

compared with other crosslinked nanofibrous scaffolds. The results show that the PU75-GA nanofibrous

scaffold exhibited a combination of excellent mechanical properties, suitable pore diameters, hydrophilic

properties, good cytocompatibility, and reliable hemocompatibility. Overall, PU75-GA nanofibers may be

a potential scaffold for artificial blood vessel construction.
1 Introduction

For vascular tissue engineering scaffolds, prominent biocom-
patibility and mechanical properties are extremely important.1

In recent years, electrospun nanobers have been widely used
in vascular tissue engineering thanks to their high porosity and
surface-to-volume ratio.2 Attempts to mimic the extracellular
matrix (ECM) have resulted in the development of a nanober-
based scaffold with good hydrophilic properties.3 Gelatin,
a polydisperse mixture of peptides and proteins, has the
advantage of a better inherent biocompatibility than synthetic
polymers and a greater possibility for modication.4–6 However,
a pure gelatin scaffold is very fragile following various pro-
cessing methods, such as self-assembly, phase separation, wet-
spinning, dry-spinning, and electrospinning, among others.7–9

Biodegradable polyurethanes represent attractive potential
candidate biomaterials for use in tissue-engineered vascular
scaffold construction due to their elasticity and tunable
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mechanical and degradation properties.10 Poly(ester-urethane)
urea (PEUU) is one critical member of the biodegradable poly-
urethane family due to its cytocompatibility, non-toxic degra-
dation products, and ability to be processed into scaffolds via
various techniques.11–13 This material, with different types of
so and hard segments, has been used for tissue-engineering
scaffolds and is expected to be an excellent alternative due to
its tunable mechanical properties, biodegradability, biocom-
patibility, and ability to be processed into scaffolds via various
techniques.14,15

Gelatin has ubiquitously been electrospun in combination
with synthetic polymers, mostly by blending7 or coating.16 Very
few reports show and evaluate the utilization of different
crosslinking methods to achieve excellent biocompatibility and
mechanical properties of PEUU/gelatin nanobers. With our
earlier work, a series of PEUU-based elastomers was synthe-
sized, with nanobers developed via electrospinning for
biomedical applications, including vascular tissue engineering
scaffolds,17 wound dressing,15 and drug delivery systems.18

However, the slow degradation time and hydrophobic surfaces
of the nanobers may not be appropriate for fabricating
vascular tissue engineering materials. For gelatin, a relatively
fast degradation time is detrimental to the material retaining its
mechanical strength, while a highly hydrophilic surface may
experience rapid dissolution during cell culturing or
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927 | 35917
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implantation.19 Therefore, to overcome their respective defects
and capitalize on their respective advantages, the crosslinked
PEUU/gelatin hybrid nanobrous structure could be acquired
from electrospinning for successful use in tissue engineering
applications. This study focuses on the preparation and
preliminary study of PEUU/gelatin composite nanobers based
on different crosslinking strategies to overcome the brittleness
of gelatin and the poor biocompatibility of PEUU. The chemical
structure, ber morphology, mechanical properties, surface
wettability, pore size, porosity, cell viability and morphology,
hemocompatibility, and subcutaneous implantation of the
composite nanobrous scaffolds were investigated.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Materials

PEUU samples were synthesized from 1,6-hexamethylene dis-
socyanate (HDI) and polycaprolactone diol (HO-PCL-OH) with
butanediamine chain extensions, as shown in our previous
research.15,17 The PEUU was estimated to have a weight-average
molecular weight of 1.16 � 105 and a number-average molec-
ular weight of 5.4 � 104. Gelatin (Gel, type B from porcine skin)
was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd
(Saint Louis, USA). 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexauoro-2-propanol (HFIP)
was acquired from Shanghai Darui Fine Chemical Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai, China). The mouse broblast (L929) cells for in vitro
analysis were obtained from the Shanghai Institute of
Biochemistry and Cell Biology (SIBCB, CAS, China). All culture
media and reagents, unless otherwise stated, were purchased
from Invitrogen and Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, USA).

2.2 Fabrication of electrospun nanobers

The PU75 nanobrous scaffold (referred to as PU75) was
prepared using an electrospinning process.15 Succinctly, blends
of PEUU/gelatin with weight ratios of 75/25 were dissolved in
HFIP to form 12% w/v solutions. Then, the solutions were
stirred for 24 h. The polymer solution was fed at 1.0 mL h�1

from a capillary tube charged at �10 kV, located perpendicu-
larly 14 cm from the target thin aluminum foil or SEA 316L
grade stainless steel bar. All the electrospinning processes were
carried out at approximately 25 �C and 38% � 2% relative
humidity. This preparation of a PEUU nanobrous scaffold can
be found in our previous research.17

2.3 Crosslinking of electrospun PU75 nanobers

The dehydrothermal-treated scaffold (known as PU75-DT) was
prepared using the following 2 steps:20 (1) electrospun PU75
nanobrous membranes were cut into small pieces (5 cm � 3
cm). Nanobrous tubular scaffold samples with inner diame-
ters of 1.8 mm were cut to lengths of 1 cm; (2) the strips of
nanobrous membrane or nanobrous tubular scaffolds were
heat-treated at 190 �C for 3 min in air. For comparison, PU75
nanobrous membranes and nanobrous tubular scaffolds
crosslinked with glutaraldehyde vapor (named PU75-GA) were
also prepared. Crosslinking was carried out by placing samples
into 10 mL of a 25% glutaraldehyde solution (aqueous).15,21 The
35918 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927
nanobrous membranes or nanobrous tubular scaffolds,
along with beakers, were kept inside a sealed desiccator and
allowed to crosslink with glutaraldehyde vapor for 3 h at room
temperature. The crosslinked nanobrous membranes and
nanobrous tubular scaffolds were then washed in a 5% glu-
tamic acid solution (1.8% hydrochloric acid as a solvent) and
doubly-distilled water, respectively, then dried under reduced
pressure prior to use. 1-Ethyl-3-(30-dimethylaminopropyl)car-
bodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS)-crosslinked
nanobrous membranes and nanobrous tubular scaffolds
(named PU75-E/N) were prepared by the following steps.22,23

EDC (0.35 g) and NHS (0.15 g) were dissolved in 100 mL of 95%
ethanol and stirred for 30 min to get a homogeneous EDC/NHS-
crosslinked solution. The 5 cm � 3 cm strips of nanobrous
membrane and the nanobrous tubular scaffolds with lengths
of 1 cm were dispersed in the EDC/NHS-crosslinked solution for
3 h, then washed in doubly-distilled water. All the samples were
freeze-dried for 48 h before testing.
2.4 Characterization and performance testing of
nanobrous scaffolds

The structure of the electrospun nanobers were investigated
using SEM24 (Phenom, Phenom XL, Netherlands) at an accel-
erated voltage of 10 kV aer sputter-coating with gold. The pore
sizes of all samples (30 mm � 30 mm, n ¼ 3) were measured by
a CFP-1100-AI capillary ow porometer (PMI Porous Materials
Int.) both before and aer cross-linking. Porosity was calculated
by: 3 ¼ (1 � r/r0) � 100%, where r is the density of nanobrous
membranes and r0 is the density of cast lm (the r0 of PEUU,
PU75, PU75-DT, PU75-GA, PU75-E/N being 1.23 g cm�3,
1.19 g cm�3, 1.20 g cm�3, 1.21 g cm�3, 1.21 g cm�3, respec-
tively). The water contact angle was measured 3 times for each
sample using a contact angle device (OCA40, Data-physics,
Germany) at room temperature.

Attenuated total reection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) spectra were obtained in absorption mode at 2 cm�1

intervals in the range of 800–4000 cm�1 using an ATR-FTIR
spectrophotometer (Avatar380, USA). Wide-angle X-ray diffrac-
tion (WAXRD) curves were obtained on a D/max-2550 PC X-ray
diffractometer (Rigaku Co., Tokyo, Japan) within the scanning
region of 2q (5–60�), with Cu Ka radiation (l¼ 1.5418 Å) at 40 kV
and 40 mA.

The mechanical properties of the nanobrous membranes
were tested in both dry and wet states with a material testing
machine (H5K-S, Hounseld, UK) at a crosshead speed of 10
mm min�1 under a load of 10 N, according to ASTM D638-98 (n
¼ 5). For wet states, the strips were immersed in PBS (37 �C) for
48 h and tested immediately following the removal from the PBS
at room temperature. The stress and strain data were calculated
using eqn (1) and eqn (2):14,15,17,18

sðMPaÞ ¼ PðNÞ
wðmmÞ � dðmmÞ (1)

3 ¼ l

l0
� 100% (2)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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where s, 3, P, w, d, l, and l0 stand for stress, strain, load to
failure, membrane width, membrane thickness, extension
length, and gauge length (original length), respectively. Tensile
strength, elongation at break, and Young's modulus values were
obtained from the strain–stress curves. Cyclic stretch testing in
dry states was conducted by stretching the strips (3 � 20 mm, n
¼ 5) to strain at low-deformation (30%) and high-deformation
(100%) and then releasing back to 0% strain. This measure-
ment was repeated for 10 cycles at a xed rate of 10 mm min�1

by an Instron 5969 testing system with a 200 N loaded sensor.
All samples were prepared at the same size (20 mm � 10

mm, about 0.3 mm in thickness). The suture retention strength
was tested by an Instron5969 mechanical tester (Instron
Corporation, USA). Before testing, a loop of a 5-0 polypropylene
sutures (Ethilon, Ethicon, Inc., USA) was placed 2 mm from the
edge of one end of the sample, with the other end of the sample
clamped to one arm of the machine. Then, the suture was
clamped to the other arm and stretched at a constant rate of 10
mm min�1 until failure.25 The maximum suture retention
strength was recorded. Five specimens were tested for each
sample and their results averaged.

Burst pressure testing was performed by a balloon pump
pressure method (pressure syringe, All well Medical Inc., USA).
PBS was lled into a 20mL syringe and inserted at the end of the
sample tube, while the other end was also rmly secured and
sealed with 5-0 sutures ligature to prevent leakage. The pressure
was increased by 300 mmHg s�1 until either failure or leakage
occurred. The burst pressure was recorded as the maximum
pressure prior to construct failure or leakage.
Fig. 1 SEM micrographs of the PEUU nanofibrous membrane, PU75
nanofibrous membrane, and PU75-E/N nanofibrous membrane and mag

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
2.5 Cell compatibility experiments and hemolysis test in
vitro of the prepared nanobers specimen

For cell proliferation tests, L929 cells were seeded with a density
of 5 � 103 cells per well. A Cell Counting Kit (CCK-8) assay and
SEM (Phenom, Phenom XL, Netherlands) observations were
employed to evaluate the viability andmorphology, respectively,
of the proliferated L929 cells cultured onto different nano-
brous membranes (n ¼ 4 for each group), according to the
manufacturer's protocol.

The detailed experimental procedures of the hemolysis test
in vitro were followed according to the protocol of GB/T 16886.4-
2003 of China. The experimental sample set consisted of
a PEUU nanobrous membrane, a PU75 nanobrous
membrane, a PU75-DT nanobrous membrane, a PU75-GA
nanobrous membrane, and a PU75-E/N nanobrous
membrane (3 cm � 1 cm). Milli-Q water served as a positive
control and 0.9% normal saline (0.9% NS) acted as a negative
control.
2.6 Subcutaneous implantation and histological analysis

All animal experiments were performed in compliance with
the protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committees (IACUC) guidelines of Fudan University.
Nanobrous tubes (with inner diameters of 2 mm and lengths
of 5 mm) were sterilized with ethylene oxide and then
implanted symmetrically in 2 sides of the same mouse's back.
Aer 4 weeks and 8 weeks, the nanobrous tubes were
removed from the backs of the mice. Then, the implants with
nanofibrous membrane, PU75-DT nanofibrous membrane, PU75-GA
nified 1000, 5000, and 10 000 times, respectively.

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927 | 35919



Table 1 Water contact angles, mean pore diameters, and porosity of PEUU, PU75, PU75-DT, PU75-GA, and PU75-E/N nanofibrous membranes

Samples PEUU PU75 PU75-DT PU75-GA PU75-E/N
Contact angle 119� � 3.4� Hydrophilic 102� � 4.1� 28� � 3.6� 34� � 3.3�

Image of drops

Mean pore diameter � SD (mm) 2.3 � 0.8 2.0 � 0.5 1.6 � 0.6 1.9 � 0.5 1.8 � 0.7
Porosity (%) 67.5 � 5.2 53.1 � 2.4 36.8 � 6.3 48.8 � 3.6 43.9 � 4.7

RSC Advances Paper
tissues were xed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 48 h and
dehydrated with a grade series of ethanol.26 The sections were
stained with hematoxylin, eosin, and Masson's trichrome for
analysis.

2.7 Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), followed by Tukey's test for the evaluation of specic
differences with Origin Pro 8.0 (Origin lab Inc., USA).
Fig. 2 The formation mechanisms of crosslinking PU75: (a) crosslinking
vapor; (c) crosslinking with EDC/NHS solution.

Fig. 3 (a) ATR-FTIR spectra, (b) WAXRD pattern of gelatin nanofibers
nanofibers, and PU75-E/N nanofibers.

35920 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927
3 Results and discussion
3.1 The morphology and hydrophilicity of nanobers

SEM morphological images of the PEUU nanobrous
membrane, PU75 nanobrous membrane, PU75-DT nano-
brous membrane, PU75-GA nanobrous membrane, and
PU75-E/N nanobrous membrane are presented in Fig. 1. The
results show that the obtained PEUU nanobrous membrane
and PU75 nanobrous membrane present uniform, random
with dehydrothermal treatment; (b) crosslinking with glutaraldehyde

, PEUU nanofibers, PU75 nanofibers, PU75-DT nanofibers, PU75-GA

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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deposition. The diameters of the PU75 nanobers are smaller
than those of the PEUU nanobers, presumably due to the
increase of the solution conductivity or the solution viscosity
caused by the introduction of gelatin in the electrospinning
solution. The crosslinked nanobrous membranes seem to
signicantly alter the uniform and smooth brous morphology
when compared with PU75 nanobrous membranes. In
particular, the glutaraldehyde-crosslinked PU75 nanobers
showed attened and fused bers, indicative of partial
dissolution.

Engineered vascular scaffold features, such as porosity,
mean pore diameter, and surface hydrophilicity, are critical for
tissue regeneration or repair processes.27 Among the multitu-
dinous factors that affect the hydrophilicity of scaffold, the
chemical structure of the materials is a crucial one. Scaffolds
which possess a surface with carboxyl, amino, or hydroxy
groups will show hydrophilic characteristics (the water contact
angle is less than 90�).11 As in our previous studies,17 the pure
PEUU nanobrous membrane tends to be hydrophobic, with
a steady water contact angle of 120�. The water droplet cannot
spread well on the surface of the hydrophobic, pure PEUU
nanobrous membrane, which is a disadvantage for cell
spreading and proliferation. It can be seen from Table 1 that the
contact angles of PU75 membranes decrease aer PEUU is
blended with gelatin due to the gelatin's hydrophilicity. When
comparing the PU75 and PU75-DT nanobrous membranes,
there is only a slight increase of contact angle aer dehy-
drothermal treatment. This could be the reason that the
porosity and mean pore diameter of the PU75-DT is less than
the PU75 nanobrousmembrane. It can also be concluded from
Table 1 that the contact angles of the nanobrous membranes
increase aer being crosslinked with glutaraldehyde vapor and
EDC/NHS for 5 seconds, when compared with the PU75 nano-
brous membrane. This is likely due to the increase in the
diameter nanobrous material aer dehydrothermal and EDC/
NHS solution treatment, thus shrinking the pore diameter
(Table 1) and making the water ow down to the lower side
along the larger pore tunnel. Moreover, the water contact angle
of the PU75-GA nanobrous membrane is smaller than the
PU75-DT and PU75-E/N nanobrous membranes, primarily due
to the redundant carboxyl group on the PU75-GA molecular
chain, as shown in Fig. 2.
3.2 Chemical structures of nanobers

The successful crosslinking of PU75 was qualitatively conrmed
by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. 3(a)). The main chain of PEUU
contains masses of CH2 sections, present in both the hard and
the so segments. The structure of the sections containing CH2

are identied by the peaks at 2937 cm�1 and 2863 cm�1, which
represent the stretching vibrations of H–C–H. The strong peak
at 1730 cm�1 represents the stretching vibration of C]O, the
peak at 1570 cm�1 represents the N–H deformation vibration,
and the broad peaks at 1161 cm�1 to 1236 cm�1 represent the
stretching vibration of C–O–C.15,17 The broad peak at 3500–
3300 cm�1 represents the stretching vibration of O–H, which
exists abundantly in the gelatin molecular chain. The gelatin's
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927 | 35921



Fig. 4 Typical stress–strain curves of the PEUU nanofibrousmembrane, PU75 nanofibrousmembrane, PU75-DT nanofibrousmembrane, PU75-
GA nanofibrous membrane, and PU75-E/N nanofibrous membrane in dry states (a) and wet states (b).

RSC Advances Paper
intense peak at 1570 cm�1 may be due to the higher density of
the N–H molecular structure. The peak's magnitude does not
change signicantly when crosslinking treatment aer gelatin
was blended in PEUU, might due to the a few additions of
gelatin in the PU75 nanobers. The absorption peaks highly
Fig. 5 Cyclic tensile response curves at 30% deformation and 100% d
membrane, PU75-DT nanofibrous membrane, PU75-GA nanofibrous me

35922 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927
overlap with those of the amide and ester groups in PEUU and
gelatin, as shown in Fig. 2. The crystalline structural analysis of
gelatin and PU75 nanobers both before and aer crosslinking
was explored, as shown in Fig. 3(b), where crystalline zones
display sharp diffraction peaks and amorphous regions show
eformation of the PEUU nanofibrous membrane, PU75 nanofibrous
mbrane, and PU75-E/N nanofibrous membrane in dry states.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 6 (a) CCK-8 assay of the proliferation viability and (b) SEM micrographs after a 4 day culture of L929 cells on coverslips, PEUU nanofibrous
membranes, PU75 nanofibrous membranes, PU75-DT nanofibrous membranes, PU75-GA nanofibrous membranes, and PU75-E/N nanofibrous
membranes, magnified 300 times, 800 times, and 1500 times.

Paper RSC Advances
broader ones. The absence of a diffraction peak in the WAXRD
pattern of the gelatin shows that the gelatin is amorphous. The
PEUU polymer had one different peak at 2q around 21.5�.15,16

The gelatin, a hydrolyzed collagen, has some inherited crystal-
line segments of collagen, particularly at about 20.4�. However,
the orientation of the gelatin and the PEUU molecular chains
during the electrospinning process also affects the PEUU
nanober crystallization. The WAXRD pattern of the PEUU
nanobers shows that the crystallization of PEUU nanobers is
diffuse. Moreover, it is obvious that the curves of PEUU and
PU75 are analogous. This is because there is no obvious
molecular chain glide during the hybridization process. In
addition, the crystal alignment was caused by the molecular-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
chain-moving-effect during crosslinking treatment, which is
especially prominent in the dehydrothermal-treated PU75
nanobers.
3.3 Mechanical properties of nanobrous scaffolds

Vascular scaffolds have strict mechanical property require-
ments to mimic native blood vessels and to fulll surgical
needs.28 Various tests were performed on PEUU, PU75, PU75-
DT, PU75-GA, and PU75-E/N nanobrous scaffolds to evaluate
their mechanical properties, as shown in Table 2, Fig. 4, and
Fig. 5. Fig. 4(a) shows the representative stress–strain curves in
dry states, from which it was found that the crosslinked
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927 | 35923



Fig. 7 (a) Photo of a solution of human red blood cells (HRBCs) treated with different nanofibrous samples, followed by centrifugation, (b) the
absorbance at 545 nm of the supernatant (hemoglobin) and (c) relative hemolysis of HRBCs after being incubated with water, 0.9% NS, PEUU
nanofibrous membrane, PU75 nanofibrous membrane, PU75-DT nanofibrous membrane, PU75-GA nanofibrous membrane, and PU75-E/N
nanofibrous membrane, respectively.

RSC Advances Paper
nanobrous membranes showed greater strain than the PU75
nanobrous membranes. In addition, PU75-E/N nanobrous
membranes can withstand far greater stress than other speci-
mens. This is due to the huge amide bond network in PU75-E/N
nanobers aer the EDC/NHS solution crosslinking treatment.
Table 2 shows the Young's modulus results, revealing that the
PU75 nanobrous membranes had the highest Young's
modulus, whereas those membranes with crosslinking treat-
ment had relatively low values. Overall, the Young's modulus of
all of the membranes was higher than that of porcine coronary
arteries (about 1 MPa). Fig. 4(b) shows the representative stress–
strain curves in wet states, from which it was found that the
PU75-DT nanobrous membrane and PU75-E/N nanobrous
membrane showed similar strain-tolerance in both dry and wet
states. This is due to their lower porosity. Additionally, the
tensile strengths of the PU75 nanobrous membranes and
PU75-GA nanobrous membranes in the wet state are slightly
higher than their corresponding values in the dry state. As seen
in Table 1, the water contact angle of the PU75 and the PU75-GA
nanobrous membranes are less than the PU75-DT and PU75-E/
N nanobrous membranes. For the PU75 nanobrous
membranes, aer soaking the membrane in water, some gelatin
was dissolved from PU75, causing the PEUU molecule chains to
rearrange and resulting in recrystallization and an increased
tensile strength. Furthermore, water could be absorbed inside
the porous structure in the nanobers, replacing the air gaps.
The water may act as an inter-ber bridge to form a contact
region, which increases the interaction between physically
35924 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927
stacking nanobers, resulting in a more heterogeneous stress
distribution. As a result, the tensile strength of the membranes
in the wet state increased.24,29 The other two important
mechanical variables to consider are the suture retention
strength and the burst pressure strength, both shown in Table
2. The suture retention strengths of the PEUU nanobrous
scaffolds were lower than the other specimens' values, which is
attributed to the hybrid gelatin improving the stress of the
composite nanobers. The burst pressure results showed that
the PU75 nanobrous scaffolds had lower values than the other
specimens due to the brittleness of gelatin. All the above
mechanical properties of the PU75-GA nanobrous scaffold
surpassed porcine coronary artery values (tensile strength
2.8 MPa, elongation at break 120%), human saphenous vein
(suture retention strength 1.9 N, burst pressure 3000 mmHg),
human carotid artery (burst pressure 5800 mmHg), and human
mammary artery (suture retention strength 1.2 N).28

The cyclical mechanical properties reect the sustainability
of these nanobrous scaffolds in the long term.12,30,31 The
cyclical tensile test results are shown in Fig. 5. Cyclic tensile
loading was performed with a maximum strain of either 30% or
100%. The stretch and release tests were repeated 10 times, with
the area enclosed in the stretch and release curves at each time
point representing the energy loss for each cycle. It was found
that most of the specimens exhibited a large hysteresis loop in
the rst cycle, followed by much smaller hysteresis loops in the
next 9 cycles, with the exception of the PEUU nanobrous
membrane. At a low deformation of 30%, the PU75, PU75-DT,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 8 H&E staining images and Masson's trichrome staining images of the transplanted PEUU nanofibrous tubular scaffold, PU75 nanofibrous
tubular scaffold, PU75-DT nanofibrous tubular scaffold, PU75-GA nanofibrous tubular scaffold, and PU75-E/N nanofibrous tubular scaffold after
subcutaneous embedding in mice for 4 weeks (a) and 8 weeks (b).
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PU75-GA, and PU75-E/N nanobrous membranes showed
a small unrecoverable deformation (about 10%) due to the
fragility of gelatin, which is unable to regain its original shape
aer having been stretched. At large strains of 100%, the
unrecoverable deformations became much more appreciable
(about 40%) for the PEUU, PU75, PU75-DT, and PU75-GA
nanobrous membranes, while the PU75-E/N nanobrous
membrane values were about 80%. It was decided that a dis-
rupted crystallinity in polymers would lead to less large-strain-
induced crystallization and more strain recovery. These
results are consistent with a previous report by Fang et al.14

3.4 Cell viability and morphology

CCK-8 assays detecting absorbance at 450 nm on days 1, 4, and
7 were utilized to evaluate the proliferation of L929 cells grown
on the nanobrous membranes in vitro. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
L929 cells grown on the nanobrous membrane proliferated
faster than those on cover slips during the long culture period
(7 days), suggesting excellent biocompatibility. The viability of
L929 cells aer a 4 day culture on PU75-E/N nanobrous
membranes is signicantly lower than other groups, possibly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
due to the existence of residual EDC/NHS, which provides an
adverse alkaline environment for cell growth. The cell prolif-
eration rate of PU75-GA nanobrous membranes on the 7th

day was dramatically larger than the other samples. This
implies that the hydrophilic properties of the materials were
a decisive factor for cell growth.

The morphologies of the L929 cells grown for 4 days on
coverslips, and on PEUU, PU75, PU75-DT, PU75-GA, and PU75-
E/N nanobrous membranes were observed via SEM. As shown
in Fig. 6(b), it can be seen that the cell shapes of the nano-
brous membrane groups tend to be multi-directional, rather
than round, with the L929 cells cultured on the nanobrous
membrane presenting a much better morphology than those
on coverslips. Compared to the PU75-E/N nanobrous
membranes group, the amounts of fusiform cells on the PEUU
nanobrous membrane, PU75 nanobrous membrane, PU75-
DT nanobrous membranes, and PU75-GA nanobrous
membranes were markedly greater than the PU75-E/N nano-
brous membrane group. Moreover, cells on the PEUU and
PU75 nanobrous membranes tend to be more stretchable
than the crosslinked nanobrous membranes groups. The cell
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927 | 35925
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morphology results were consistent with the cell proliferation
results. Here, the cell viability and morphology results indicate
that nanober features can signicantly inuence the prolif-
eration of cells, though the crosslinking process need to be
further controlled.

3.5 Hemocompatibility of nanobrous scaffolds

The hemocompatibility of biomaterials is an important factor
in vascular tissue engineering applications. The presence of
certain materials can negatively affect red blood cells and
destroy their cell membranes, causing the release of hemo-
globin into solution. Hemolysis rates were measured using
a colorimetric assay of released hemoglobin from red blood
cells. As shown in Fig. 7, the hemolysis test results of the PEUU,
PU75, PU75-DT, PU75-GA, and PU75-E/N nanobrous
membranes are all less than the safe limit value (5%). PU75
nanobrous membranes have a lower hemolysis rate than that
of the crosslinking nanobrous membranes, possibly due to the
existence of residual agents. In general, these results indicate
that PEUU, PU75, and crosslinking PU75 nanobrous
membranes exhibit reliable blood biocompatibility and may be
developed as a substitute for articial blood vessels in clinical
usage.

3.6 Histological analysis aer subcutaneous implantation

Subcutaneous implantation (implanted in the backs of 6 week-
old male mice) was used to assess the in vivo biocompatibility of
the crosslinked nanobrous scaffolds and PEUU nanobrous
scaffold, with the PU75 nanobrous scaffold used as a control.
Materials with different chemical surfaces may lead to different
inammatory responses in the tissues of mice. Histological
analysis of transverse sections at the middle sites were per-
formed by staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and
Masson's trichrome to observe the inammatory response.26,32,33

During the experiment, all mice remained in good health, with
no wound complications. For all nanobrous tubular scaffolds,
no acute or chronic inammation, necrosis, or adverse tissue
reactions were identied.29 Fig. 8 shows that the tissues from all
specimens present no gross inammation. At 4 weeks, all the
nanobrous scaffolds maintained their integral structure, with
the exception of the PU75 nanobrous scaffold. The host cells
proliferated on the outside surface of the nanobrous scaffolds,
as shown in the images of H&E staining. The sections of PU75
nanobrous tubular scaffold implanted subcutaneously
collapsed aer 4 weeks, possibly due to the dissolution of
gelatin in the PU75 nanobers. The Masson's trichrome stain-
ing suggested the production of collagen bers secreted by the
inltrated cells on the outer layer surface of nanobrous scaf-
folds. It indicated that inltrated cells preserved the function-
ality, with the produced collagen bers providing a biomimetic
environment for tissue regeneration. Aer 8 weeks of post-
subcutaneous implantation, the autologous tissue had gone
up into the lumen. A mass of broblasts and blood vessels are
observed in the inner part of the PU75-GA nanobrous tubes,
most of which are being replaced by a brous tissue with part of
the walls disappearing. The integration of the membrane and
35926 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 35917–35927
tissue at the interface was thus achieved.26 All the results
demonstrated that suitable pore size and porosity, along with
excellent mechanical support, are the critical factors for tissue
construction.

4 Conclusions

In this study, PEUU/gelatin composites, with weight ratios of 75/
25, nanobrous membranes, and nanobrous tubular scaffolds
were produced via electrospinning technology and then cross-
linked using different techniques. It was found that the PU75-
GA nanobrous scaffold exhibited a combination of proper
pore diameter, high biocompatibility, and reliable blood
biocompatibility. In addition, not only did the crosslinking of
PU75 nanobers create obvious changes in the hydrophilicity of
the materials, but it also improved their mechanical properties.
Furthermore, the pore structure of bers may be improved
using different crosslinking technologies. Therefore, devel-
oping the technology to combine electrospinning with glutar-
aldehyde vapor crosslinking will provide excellent mechanical
properties, high porosity, and pore interconnectivity scaffolding
for facilitating cell penetration.
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